
Bethany Lee

The last few years have been full of transition for me and for my family. 
In 2013, my husband, my two daughters, and I moved aboard a small 
sailboat and headed south, eventually spending almost a year exploring 
Mexico and the west coast of the United States.

Coming back to our home in Lafayette, Oregon, in 2014 brought a 
new kind of transition and 2015 found us shifting again, from being a 
full-time homeschooling family to a more traditional one with all the 
busyness that two active high schoolers bring.

I always relish the opportunity writing offers to stop and reflect, to 
mine my own experience and thoughts for the truth that helps to guide 
my days. I hope you enjoy reading this week as I share some of the 
thoughts and ideas that have been emerging for me.
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Sunday
July 24 Rehearse

BIBLE READING: Psalm 92:1-5

Recently, I’ve been considering the wisdom inherent in re 
words—remain, return, remove, repair. Whether or not they 
make perfect sense with their prefix removed, the re at the  
beginning reminds me that these are actions we take again and 
again. These are practices in the best sense of the word, not 
practices for the sake of perfection but patterns that build char-
acter and wisdom. Long-haul intentions that bear slow fruit.

Often, practices that work the greatest transformation 
don’t look spiritual on the surface. No matter how much time 
we might spend in study and prayer, most of us spend a major-
ity of our time engaged in more mundane work. But if we can 
integrate attitudes that help us in intentional times of focus, 
we increasingly recognize God’s constant work on our behalf, 
God’s faithful transformation in and through our daily lives.

Practicing an attitude of attention lifts our days, reminds 
us that every moment is sacred. We can bring our attention to 
the work of God in the line at the store, in a meeting, in the 
car. God gave similar instructions to the Israelites: “These com-
mandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. 
Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit 
at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down 
and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your hands and 
bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the door frames of 
your houses and on your gates” (Deuteronomy 6:6-9).

This week, as you watch for those repetitive opportuni-
ties to recognize God’s grace, I hope paying attention helps to 
deepen your understanding and experience.

SONG: Great Is Thy Faithfulness
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Lord, help me practice noticing 

you in my day.

—Bethany Lee
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Monday
July 25 Revive

BIBLE READING: John 4:10-14

“What brings you life? What do you love?” I love to ask these 
questions and see a friend’s face light up. I love to hear the 
list—a favorite song, the new bakery in town, a hot cup of tea, 
a letter in the mail.

If I start out asking a spiritual question, like, “How do 
you pray?” or “What’s your favorite Bible verse?” I might not 
get the same answer. I think sometimes we get stuck thinking 
there are only a few acceptable ways to connect with God. And 
often the ones that seem most holy to us are the ones we find 
the most difficult.

God is life, the source of all, life abundant. When we start 
noticing what it is that brings us life, what revives us, we can 
learn to spot the ways God interacts with us. If we focus more 
on the things we don’t do, we miss out on recognizing all the 
ways the grace of God invades our days.

So what brings you life? Do you feel revived after a con-
versation with a friend? During a long hike in the woods? Maybe 
you love the meditative act of cooking or you feel refreshed by 
an hour in the garden. All of these can be ways to pray, to enter 
into the holy space of time with God.

The medieval poet, Rumi, through the contemporary 
translator, Coleman Barks, reminds us:

Let the beauty we love be what we do.
There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground.

SONG: The Love of God
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Your love is the source of my 

life. Help me rest in that love and live out of it today.

—Bethany Lee
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Tuesday
July 26 Reveal

BIBLE READING: 2 Corinthians 4:6-12

Have you ever seen a “making of” video for an animated 
movie? I love watching the voice actors in the studio, belting 
out their animated dialogue. They get so into it, with wild fa-
cial expressions and gestures, even though no one will ever see 
their physical performance. Well, that’s not exactly true. These 
recordings are filmed and animators often use them as inspira-
tion for the cartoon character. They take the recordings back to 
their desks and watch and re-watch them, copying from reality 
to add verisimilitude to their drawings. The cartoon isn’t the 
real thing, no, but it reveals a bit about that person. Once you 
have seen the original characters, you can often spot echoes of 
them in the finished product.

I think this is a lot like what it means for us to try to live 
in a way that reflects God’s glory in the world. We spend time 
with the original, watching how he works, memorizing his face 
as seen through Scripture and personal experience. Then we 
live out our own version, not an exact copy, but one in which 
the character of the original can still be seen.

The analogy breaks down, of course. God is far more com-
plex than any one person could ever uncover, so much more 
magnificent than all of us together could reveal. But as each of 
us invites those around us to witness the wonder of our own 
unique personality, we show the world just a little more of our 
Creator. The essence at the heart shines through.

SONG: O, to Be Like Thee
PRAYER SUGGESTION: As you shine your grace on me, 

may I reveal it to all whom I meet.

—Bethany Lee
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Wednesday
July 27 Return

BIBLE READING: Psalm 116:1-9

I hate going back. I hate getting just out of the driveway and 
realizing I’ve forgotten something. Even if it makes my whole 
day easier to go back and retrieve what I need, I think I’d rather 
remember when it’s too late to go back. Dealing with the after-
math instead of turning around.

I hate giving up, heading the wrong direction, losing 
ground. This makes me a terrible sailor. Before we left for our 
big trip, people often asked us how we can sail into a headwind 
and the simple answer is: we can’t. But we often find ourselves 
with no other option but to head into the wind. We start by 
sailing as close to the wind as possible, steer that way, in the 
wrong direction, for a few minutes, maybe a few miles or a few 
hours, and then turn the other way, steer in the correspondingly 
wrong direction to even ourselves out. Sailors do this so often 
they came up with a word for it—tacking. Maybe it makes us 
feel better than calling it what it is—going in the wrong direc-
tion. But in the end, this flexibility, this turning and returning, 
is just what it takes to arrive where we belong.

We think changing our minds—turning around—is a sign 
of weakness, a loss. But if we see ourselves as sailors, we’ll 
make peace with the constant course correction made neces-
sary by the shifting winds and tides of life. We’ll discover that 
our turning is less a waste of time and more a beautiful dance.

SONG: Simple Gifts
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Help me trust your care and 

guidance through times of turning in my life.

—Bethany Lee
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Thursday
July 28 Reflect

BIBLE READING: John 1:1-5

I live about fifteen minutes away from everything. I love my lit-
tle house in the woods, so most days I remember to be thankful 
for my drive. Some days, though, my schedule has me making 
this drive multiple times a day and I have to pay a little more 
attention to be grateful.

Today, I have driven back and forth a couple of times al-
ready. In for a meeting, home for my oldest, back in for music 
lessons and a trip to the library. This is the taxi season of 
motherhood.

On my way home the second time, I drove through a 
lavender sunset. The sky was so strange and beautiful and the 
light reflected off all the wet surfaces—and everything was wet; 
it had been raining all day—and glinted back gold and silver 
and purple. Some days are extraordinary and tonight was one 
of those, but I like being a person for whom even typical beauty 
can take her breath away. My drive gives me plenty of practice.

And now I’m in town again. This time, my youngest filled 
the car with stories from school—all the news that fits in fifteen 
minutes. And during my last trip home tonight, my girls will 
be spinning off youth group energy, content to let me just drive 
and listen and savor these days that are finite and precious.

Leaves and puddles reflect the light. I have the privilege of 
a more thoughtful kind of reflection. As I spend a few moments 
considering my day, I see so clearly the places God’s glory was 
reflected back at me. What beauty did you notice today?

SONG: For the Beauty of the Earth
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, help me to see your beauty 

and learn to reflect that to others as well.

—Bethany Lee
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Friday
July 29 Recall

BIBLE READING: Psalm 113:1-9

The bay was nearly perfect. A palm-lined crescent, only big 
enough for a small community, a few beach restaurants. Just the 
place to pull in and rest for a few days.

We weren’t the only ones there. I counted several other 
boats at anchor—some belonging to friends, some which were 
unfamiliar. One in particular caught my attention. This boat 
was a little larger than ours and the couple on it were a little 
older, husband and wife, I think. They mostly kept to them-
selves and we never rowed over to meet them. They’d anchored 
out beyond us so we didn’t ever pass by on our way to shore.

But each evening, just at sunset, he would step out onto 
the bow and lift a conch shell to his lips. If I wasn’t already 
facing west, the first note turned me to attend. Every night, he 
would blow, first one bright note as the sun first kissed the sea 
and then again about halfway through the nightly show. If I’d 
gotten distracted—and it only takes a second to fall away, to 
fall asleep—the second note would call me back again: Attend.

As the sun sank behind the western horizon, his last, long 
call marked the end of another day. No matter what the hours 
had brought, it would have taken all my power in that moment 
to not be grateful.

These days, no one plays the conch at sunset. I am often 
distracted, inattentive, rushed. But here and there, all around 
if I stop to hear, there is a constant call, the song my God sings 
over me, over us all. A song of love, recalling me to a grateful 
heart.

SONG: Amazed
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, today I am grateful for…

—Bethany Lee
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Saturday
July 30 Remain

BIBLE READING: John 15:4-12

One memorable night aboard our boat, we anchored near three 
Mexican islands called Las Tres Marietas. We were hosting my 
mother-in-law and her sister for the night so we’d carefully set 
two anchors to hold our bow to the swell, the easiest way to 
ride the waves. In the middle of the night, the wind shifted, 
setting up a chop in the bay and making our anchorage very 
uncomfortable, if not downright dangerous. We tried to ride 
it out but we were all growing increasingly miserable. Books 
rained down onto the guest bunk. I held onto the grab rails to 
walk through the cabin safely. We decided we’d be better off 
out at sea.

My husband and I started the tricky process of weighing 
anchor and getting away from the shoals and rocks safely. The 
exhale of whales spouting in the darkness resounded through 
the cove, startling us all. We soon discovered that one of our 
anchors was fouled, stuck on something on the ocean floor. It 
was too dark to try any retrieval maneuvers but we no longer 
trusted it to hold through the night. We might have loosened 
it and if it suddenly flipped loose, we could be on the rocks in 
seconds. We decided to stand at anchor watch until dawn.

I volunteered for the first shift and my youngest daughter 
offered to stay awake with me. While the rest of the crew slept, 
we quietly discussed solutions for the fouled anchor, then 
lapsed into companionable silence.

In the morning, we solved our problems and headed off 
into another beautiful day at sea. But I’ll never forget the gift of 
her presence that night, how she remained with me.

SONG: Abide with Me
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Even in the busy moments of 

this day, help me abide in you, God.

—Bethany Lee


